
Industry Playmakers 
From South Texas to the northern Rockies, independents are firing up the engines of industry. AOGR profiles leading 
producers, including Devon Energy’s Clay Gaspar on the company’s post-WPX merger strategy for its 400,000 net 
acres in the Delaware Basin, and Continental Resources’ Jack Stark on its newly acquired Powder River Basin 
acreage. SilverBow Resources CEO Sean Woolverton, Merica Oil President Franz Ronnie, and U.S. Energy 
Development Corp. CEO Jordan Jayson also share their companies’ Eagle Ford, Mid-Continent and Permian plans! 

Frac Fleet Update 
The number of active U.S. frac spreads has doubled since the third quarter meltdown, and jumped from 140 in the 
first week of this year to 220 by mid-April. How many more spreads can be called into service? Those are among the 
questions that the frac market experts at Primary Vision will answer. It’s time to break down the numbers and 
analyze how supply chain and HR bottlenecks may lead to capacity constraints and upward pricing as results of the 
inevitable need for new well frac equipment. 

Gas Compression Tech 
U.S. dry natural gas production is on a tear despite fewer gas rigs running. Commitments to reduce flaring, deploy 
field gas for power and the need to capture the full value of the production stream are paramount, driven both by 
ESG mandates and overall field economics. It all boils down to the need for more compressor horsepower and high-
end tech and services. The May issue surveys advances in all things gas compression, including engines, 
compressors, internal components, valves, lubrication systems, and controls. 

Financial Dealmakers 
Capital markets were thrown into the same flux as other industry sectors as energy demand crashed and project 
economics cratered. But higher prices are lifting valuations and redeterminations. Thought leaders in the financial 
sector weigh in on how redeterminations will impact reserves-based lending and establish a “new normal” with 
respect to upstream capital formation. Experts also share perspectives on how quickly assets from industry mergers 
will reset A&D activity and further set the industry’s wheels in motion. 
 

The extended deadline for ad files for the May issue is May 7.  
Please call 1-800-847-8301 for better business today!  

May 2021 AOGR

Consensus about future activity levels is rare. Nevertheless, IEA ramped 2021 demand totals and EIA now 
forecasts 2022 demand to exceed pre-pandemic levels. Moreover, analysts ranging from the Energy 
Council to Raymond James and EBW Analytics agree that drilling and completion activity is northward 
bound. And while it’s been privately owned companies leading the rebound, publicly held producers also 
are poised to play a greater role on an increased industry activity stage! 
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